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Abslract-A set or distinct approaches to decision and action is

offered as developed from collaborative inquiry with practising

managers. The approachc.~ so elicited align rrequently. but not

invariably or precisely. with accounts in the literature. They arc

named: rationalist. empiricist. pragmatist. dialectic. systemic.

structuralist and intuitionist. Each approach tends to be advo-
cated over-enthusiastically by iL~proponents as a rull and appro-

priate response for all contingencies. The characteristic advan-

lages and difficulties of each arc examincd. and issues in the

selection of a preferred approach are explorcd.

INTRODUCTION

DECISION-MAKINGmethods are not merely a means

to an end: they can powerfully shape the decision

outcome irrespective of intention. desirc or cir-

cumstance [2. 40]. Despite this, many researchers

and textbook authors elaborate and prescribe a

single decision approach for their field or domain

[14.22.31,79]. A few contrast opposite or competing

methods [6, 36. 39, 49. 113]. Management con-

sultants often offer a pot pourri [9, 88]. Rarely a

synoptic view is attempted leading to lengthy lists

of methods [21, 58].

The academic literature on decision. choice and

action is so vast and varied that a simple synthesis or

review is no longer possible.t In any case, decision-

making and action in the real world do not fall

neatly into any particular discipline or domain:

and society's political and organizational decision-

makers are not wedded to disciplines or theories.
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j: Allhough 1\ general review is oUI oCrlal:c hcre. it is wOrlh

noting the wide variety of disciplines contributing to an under-

standing of decision. choice and action. They include

psychology. sociOlogy. economics. soci,a1 policy and adminis-

tration. managenlcnt >eienc.;. organizalion and mamlgcmcnt

studies. political science. Icgal studies. systems scicnce and phil-

osophy. Related slx:cializcd subjects which have laJ to useful

"pplications include dCl.:islon analysis, cognitive 5(;icncc. arti-

licial intelligcn(.'C. games theory. and conflict management.

If people are to gain increased con tral over their

own actions. they need a framework which encom-

passes Ihe possible distinctive approaches Lo deci-

sive action from their own pl"(lctical standpoint. The

main questions we have sought to clarify. therefore.

arc: (a) what distinct approaches exist in practice.

and (b) when should each be used or avoided. Our

research has resulted in a framework of distinct

approaches which model the different ways that

people can and do act. In any particular case. the

issue. the individuals concerned and the cir-

cumstances determine what actually occurs.

As we clarified our models over the years. we

immersed oursclves in the literature. Not sur-

prisingly. most of what we have found can be linked

without dimculty to some portion of the academic

literature. Many writers claim to have clarified how

decisions should be made. and some claim to have

determined how they are made. However. to our

knowledge, although typologies are many, there has

been no precisely comparable research effort to that

presented here. The most relevant research is that

of investigators who have developed sophisticated

and elaborated versions of one of the approaches

which emerged in our fieldwork. or sometimes of

one single phase of an approach.

Decisions and action werc studied intensively and

extensively in dedicated research workshops with

managers in services and business, and in the course

of organizational research and cnnsultancy to

industrial and commercial firms, public service~ and

political bodies. The detailed method of OUI"

research and its rationale has been described else-

where by ourselves and others [63. 95. 100]. It is

analytic. collaborative and rooted in a 'new para-

digm' which values and empowers the research par-

ticipants [92]. and is concerned to affect social

action directly [75]. Research consultancy fre-

quently involved us in exploringdimcullies and dys-

function in actual decision and action processes
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so as to assist those responsible to move forward

constructively. M,mugers thcrcfore were lhemselvcs

committed to refining their own approaches effec-

tively. Concepts developed were studied using repe-

tory grid [\08] and multi-attribute decision-analysis

mcthods [5].

Our inili:ll findings were publishcd over a decade

ago [2). However. as a result of further fieldwork.

appreciation of the work of other investigators, and

analysis based on theoretical developments [65.66]_

the original classification was reconceptualized and

reformulated. The result is a proposition that ,hert:

are af least sevell distinctive alld jo)"mal(r coherent

approaches 10 decision alld action. We have named

these: rationalist. empiricist, pragmatist. dialectic.

systemic. structuralist and intuitionist.

Although the various ways of deciding elln be

seen as conforming to a basic decision-making pro-

cess [68. 103]. they differ sharply in their focus.

For purposes of exposition, however. the decision

process can be artificially segmented as follows: a

start or impetus to aet lin exploration of the topic.

a development of possible alternative courses,

application of value leading to a resolution. fre-

quently a repeat of this cycle at a lower level with

greater detail. action to implement. review during

action and lIfterwards. and a way of overcoming

failure (see Table I). Clearly this might be better

termed an action cycle rather than a decision cycle.

but we shall follow convention and use the lattcr

phraseology.

Not only do the emphases and handling or the

different phases in the cycle vary greatly according

to the approach. the terms used to describe decision-

related behaviours are also distinctive. Much of

the discussion of decision-making has taken the

position that there is (or could be) a uniform lan-

guage as well as a uniform model. Our research

indicates this is not so. Use of language in a loose

way, ob~cures what needs to be clarified if action is

to be precisely designcd [III). Even 'dccision' is 01

contentious term. People prefer Lobe called man-

agers or busincssmen or civil servants or politicians.

rather than decision-makers. In Table I. where the

typical language of each approach is used. the terms

'decision' and 'deciding' are omitLed without loss

[cf. 113).

From an early stage, we noted that our framework

bore a superficial similarity to paperback accounts

of the 'art of management'. This similarity is mis-

leading: it arises partly from our research approach.

and partly from our avoidancc of scientific jargon.

We also noted that researchers who did not stay

with the person-in-action had developed complex.

theoretical notions which initially appcared to make

our ideas appear simplistic. Howevcr. careful scru-

tiny typically revealed strong links to one or

another, or sometimes a combination, of our

defined approaches. We were inclined to acecpt that

both popular books and academic writings con-

tained knowledge relevant to the research task.

We also noted the devoted and passionate

defence of their own approach made by many aca-

demics. E.lch frequently held their own to be

sufficient and superior for all purposcs. However.

if the different modes cf decision-making are to

be more than an elegant description of individual

preferences. they must be at times particularly suit-

able or inappropriatc. Our direct observations dur-

ing consultancy research suggests that therc is no

recipe or blue-print which can be mechanically

applied. Rather the full set of approaches forms

a framework which helpFully orients and clarifies

possibilities. The differential usefulness of the

approaches will be explored in this paper, and also

the idea of mixing them.

The paper first identifies and describes the

sharply differing decision-making approaches which

have emerged from our own research. Thcn the core

characteristics of each arc exemplified by using the

classification reflexively to decide on an appropriate

approach. Finally the approaches are mapped using

two dimensions taken From leadcrship research.

In describing each approach. we will begin with

a list of characteristic key terms, and provide

illustrative references from the literature. Each

approach is described sufficiently to enable its re-

cognition by the reader and to fil its theoretical basis

(also see Tubh: I). These descriptions constitute our

model of the approach. We emphasize that many

more or less elaborate. and more or less system-

atized, variants or methods within each approach

cxist. So, adherents to anyone of these approaches

may find the formulations not precisely suiting their

domain and preference. Comments on applying the

approach and overcoming failure are provided. A

brief description of associated work-roles and per-

sonality-types, which are well-recognized in the

literature [2. 15. 93], is also included. Algic has

elsewhere examined the association of each ap-

proach with the use of computer technology [3. 4).

THE SEVEN PATHS

Rali01WIi.~1 decision-making

Literature. The rationalist approach to decision-

making is epitomized by the studies of Humble

[59] in management studies. AnsoR' [7] and Steiner

[105] in business. and Dror [36,37] in public admin-

istration. It is encouraged by Governments [34, 85),

and has been adopted by UN development agencies

[116], The rational model is the approach assumed

by optimization theory in operational research [45).

According to Weiss [113], it is the commonest



Table I. The seven different paths of decision and action in schematic outline.

APPROACH I RATIONALIST I I EMPIRICIST I I PRAGMATIST I I DIALECTIC I I SYSTEMIC I I STRUCTURALIST I I INTUITIONIST I

PHASE
Phase t

START

Statt with \he

oyer·arching common

a1m(s)and values.

Phase 2 IFrom lhis. specify

EXPLORE obj8Cllves and criteria

In terms of what Is
feasible and desirable.

Phase 3 From this. develop

DEVELOP options. and analyse

POSSIBILmES Ihoso in ter ms of pros

and \XInS using the

oblectives and criteria.

Phase 4 Assign

RESOLVE priori~es.

Phase 5 Work out a more

REITERATE detailed action plan.

sequencing tasks

in a coherent process.

Phase 6 Mobilize people and

IMPLEMENT resoU/CBSlor action.

Phase 7 Check progress

REVIEW agalnsl plan (priorities.

tactical objectives):

and compare resulls

with values and higher

level objectives.

Phase 8 Adjust plans; or

OVERCOME re·denoe a new

FAILURE mission or new key

obJecuves.

Note a problem and Screen opportUnities Acknowledge the

reclJce It to a for action eliminating conflicts. and get a

manageable size. anything impractical bll5ls for discussion.

or uncongenial.

Using available Sort out the various

Information define the protagonists. and

real problem in terms their main opposing

01what is meaningful Emphasize arguments.

and resolvable. maxlmizlng advantage

and usIng and

Obtain facts rBlevant building on Debate so as to clarify

to the problem or existing strengths. values. assumplions.

surmsed solutions and implications of the

and pull out bids for action.

Impllcatlons. Work out payoffs and

negotiate.

Recognlu the Seize the most Sente on a consensus

unique best solution attractive by synthesis or

and adopt II. opponunities. compromise.

Testlhe sotution in Develop convenient Agree the delimited

a pilot version with tactics Including resolution In detail and

full collection of date. back-up possibililles. document agreement.

Promulgate the Persuade others Delimit and phase

solution and expect to cooperate. action.

action. Il"fllIOvise and learn

by doing.

Control process and Watch for danger signs Check that agreement

record progressive and new opponunities. to the resolution Is

results. Obtain Recognize gains and holding. Assess

evidence whether losses during action. whether the c:onfliCls

the problem Is solved. have been sutlicl andy

resolved.

Revise protocol; or SwilCh tactics: or Re-aclivate debate.

redenne the original fall back on other and work towards a

problem. possibilities: or turn dlfferenl compromise;

an8ntlon elsewnere. use external

arbillation.

Develop potential future Identify a swaUl aI Express a fBlI

scenario for the situation. failure and establish disquet; or realize that

based on Interacting authoritatively that it drive is missing.

values. thould be dealt with.

ldeontify critical features and Review organizetlon At!\Ine and focus to

constraints. and modol and procedures-4.e. explore perceptions.

their inler-relations and roles. personnel. task leellngs and worries of

dynanics. structures. c:onvenlion, all those Involved. OP'1!n

up the Imagination.

Systematically elicit [Explore for possibie Incubate and play with

expenise to find and USB blockages and ways images and any Ideas
triggers for development. around these.] that come.

Simulate eHeCls 01

activating triggers in

various ways.

Evolve an optimal-feasible Assign Crystallize Inspiration.

stralagy. Model progressive responsibilities

thresholds In Interventions

and outcomes.

Specify and assign Articulate vision;

specifiC tasks and and envisage growth·

sub-tasks. enhencemenl.

Intervene by deploying Issue instructions and Enthuse and lead with

flexible varied responses lead by coordinating q,arisma. Interact

and ensuring meaningful task execution. fully with mutual

conllol 01 the total situation. suppon.

Use intervention model to Monitor task Bxecution Monitor self. and engage

check developmenls; fine· Appraise personal in mutual counselling.

tune model of situation performance and look for fulfilment of

against unfolding reality. potenlial. Check that all the vision and deep

Analyse fit between functions smoothly. satisfaction with action

outcomes and scenario. and its results.

Modify the Intervention Reassess tasks. roles Maditate afresh on the

model: or rethink the ideal and personnel needs; vision to refine it; or

scenario; or re-modei the reassign responsibil- re-explore the

situation. Ities; restructure worry area.

18sks or Drocedures.
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assumption in the popular and academic literature.

Levels or purpose theory [1,64] provides an under-

lying rramework for the rationalist model by c1ari-

rying a natural way to use objectives to translate

values into action logically, explicitly and

progressively.

Mctluul. The ratioO<llist decision-maker makes

decisions with his focus firmly on his objectives for

the future. rather than on the present situation. The

process starts by seeing through the immediate issue

to the underlying aim and its inherent value. This

embodies what is generally desired and so serves

as an overarching rationale ror all action. Objectives

are explored and progressively refined and specified.

and criteria or policies are used to evaluate options

for action which arc generated. The facts or the

situation may become relevant in producing and

evaluating options. The decision is resolved by

using values explicitly (and prererably quan-

titatively) to determine priorities among both cri-

teria and options. The consistency and coherence

of priority assignation is an important measure or

the clarity of the decision-maker's mind. At this

point a more detailed action plan may be developed.

which is a recycling or the above process, and sllch

detailing may reach down to the sequem;ing or

tactical objectives or tasks. Resources are then

mobilized and the plans are implemented. Review

is carried out by checking progress against plans,

priorities and tactical objectivcs. After completion.

an assessment of progress is madc by comparing

the results with the higher level objectives. Ir the

results indicate railure, the plans arc adjusted

or the mission and the kcy objectives within it are

re-dcfined; but the highest valucs are never

abandoned.

Applications. The rationalist path to decision is

widely applied as planning. The approach is best

adapted to a system in which change is minimal or

slow, but where some improvement is positively

desired. The issue itself should be relatively we\l-

structured and well-understood to allow for a

coherent credible plan to be developed. In other

words. the possible actions. the effect of context.

the outcomes of any given action and the value

placed on any outcome should all be either known
with certainty or determined by conlident

estimation. Straightforward examples include

action aiming to minimize queuing time in a city

port. or to maintain optimum stock levels in a retail

store. The approach suits a well-structured environ-

mcnl which is st:lble over time, bccause this

enhances the likelihood that plans will be carried

through as intended and will need only minor

adjustments to continue to be appropriate. It also

helps ensure that basic aims and values will not alter

and so undermine the long-term plan.

The' effect or using a rationalist approach is to

encourage the development of logical tools like

planned programming and budgeting [85], decision

analysis [91. 112], and operational research model-

ling methods [29]. So, in large organizations, top

decision-makers who need help to implement such

methods. appoint support staff or establish an

operations research or planning department. Use-

rul software is available which enables decision-

makers to produce more reliable rationalist de-

cisions using views and values and available infor-

mation. e.g. Priorities [114].

Work role. The role model typically associated

with this approach is that of the corporate planner,

oriented towards the future in a reflective. even

idealistic way. He sees his task as integrating indi-

vidual objectives within the broader organizational

goals, drawing on his intellectual and analytic abili-

ties. He is usually in a staff position and works best

using participative and persuasive means. Conse-

quently. he is not expected to produce the drive

and results of a line manager; nor to handle the

numerous practical side-issues that bedevil a\l

achievement.

Criticisms. The presence or a general and there-

rore impersonal or non-personal agreement as to

the desirable ruture is important in this approach.

Ir agreement on values evaporates. or was never

really present. then rational action breaks down

and the planning cycle rounders. Attacks on the

rationalist position and grand planning therefore

frequently attack the implicit utopianism in such

techniques.

At the present state of knowledge. most major

social issues tend to be ill-structured. Civil servants
who claim to use a rationalist approach to support

thc policies of the politicians in power have there-

rorc usually been found not to do so in practice

[22, 53]. This is not surprising because Government

Dcpartments in democracies handle ex.ceedingly

complex issues, in an exposed social environment,

without general agreement on many objectives. and

with a nccd to shirt priorities rapidly. Even in service

organizations. attempts are frequently made to

apply the approach for issues which are compli-

cated, poorly structured and not understood. The

rationalist method then tends to become over-

extended or over-elaborate, and planning develops

independently of implementation. leading to the

production of elegant blue-prints that gather dust

but no commitment.

Using objectives and the future to determine

present action means to depend on abstractions and
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potentials. This may seem far too uncertain a basis

for decision-making. In contrast. it can be argued

that it is far more satisfactory to stick closely to the

concrete realities of the existing situation. This takes

us to the next decision approach.

Empiricist decision-making

Lilerature. In this approach_ agreements between

people are not to be based on shared values or hopes

of individuals. but on a shared perception as to the

facts of the matter. Dcciding is therefore seen as

'problem-solving' or 'information-processing'.

Insistence on an articulated empirical base for

decision has been promulgated by researchers from

scientific backgrounds rooted in positivist assump-

tions. For example. this approach is often advo-

cated in traditional psychology [50]. empirical social

sciencc [46], and informatics [57]. In practice. Cull-

scale empiricists abhor theory because they feel that

if the facts are clear and available. they will point

to a uniquc best solution over which there can

be no sensible argument. However. they accept the

need for statistical theory to organize their da~a.

Method. The empiricist decision-maker regards

any issue as evidence of an existing problem. The

'real' problem is defined. using available infor-

mation, in terms that arc meaningful and resolv-

able. In doing this. the problem is reduced to .1

manageable size. Facts are then collected. their

implications in respeet of the problem teased

out. and further facts collected if necessary, until

the optimal solution emerges. It is expected that

all will agree with the outcome and it is adopted

forthwith. An inherent assumption of thi!>mode is

the belief that action should be determincd pri-

marily by what exists at present. So pilot testing.

though not essential. is characteristic. Implemen-

tation is seen as a progressively enlarging pilot.

carried out in a controlled way with recording of

the progressive results. Evaluation is based on evi-

dence as to whether the original problem is solved.

If the problem has not been solved. then either

the protocol must be revised, or the initial 'real'

problem must be redefined.

Applications. The empiricist mode suits a well-

structured problem, which is easily delimited or has

relatively few factors. This ullows collection of data

to be carried out quickly and cheaply, and con-

clusions to be drawn rapidly and unambiguously.

For the same reason. an organization that is rela-

tively unchanging and an environment that is not tur-

bulent is preferred. Medical epidemiology is solidly

empiricist and disease control programmes which

suit this approach. such as smallpox eradication,

have been spectacularly successful.
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Thc positive effect of using the empiricist

approach is that it improves the information base

of decisions. and encourages dispassionate experi-

mental testing of any solution to a problem. If the

situation is complex. researeh workers or external

consultants may assist by collecting and analysing

the necessary data. The emergence of cheaper com-

puting power_ statistical prognlms and databascs

has increased the effectiveness and feasibility of this

approach.

Work mit'. The role model often associated here is

the c'\"pL'l"I imwstigator who orients himself towards

existing situations. He sees his task as obtaining

statistically-valid evidence to enable him, or more

often others. to make the final decision. He is

expccted to be uble to explain rathcr than to achieve.

He thereforc tends to be impartial and impcrsonal.

His conviction and motivation is aimed at pro-

ducing ever greater certainly and accuracy, and not

primarily ut generating organizational dcvelop-

ment. As a result he is typically in a stall' position.

often within a planning section: or, to avoid any

compromisc, rcmains in academia or in consultancy

organizations:

Criticisllls. A thoroughgoing empiricist, especially

in a consultancy setting. applies the method in com-

plex or confusing situations. even where the cost

of information collection is exorbitant, the lengthy

time-delay renders results pointless, and piloting is

impracticable. Empirical approaches have therefore

bankrupted organizations. Empirically-based deci-

sion-making is also unsuitable if consensus 011 the

problem or on the data is lacking. This is often

the case if the issue to be decided is a subject of

controversy. or demands changes in customs and

practices.

The clearest controversy in relation to action

which an empiricist recognizes is that betwcen

knowledge/rationality, represented by empirical

researchers, and ignorancc/irrationality. repre-

sented by politicians, managers and professionals

[e.g. 45). Even ifvalid informatioll is obtained. using

it to interpret the behaviour of whole systcms is

more of an art than a science. and thc researcher

slips rapidly into a dialectic debate. Thc negative

effects of empiricism are to narrow the decision-

maker's focus. and to weaken morale by exclud-

ing values and personal intere~ts from detailed

consideration.

Empiricists arc rooted in the present and recent

past. They tend to be hostile to ehangc and

innovation. becuuse these alter the basic parameters

within which facts can be agreed. collected,

analysed. and used. But individuals. organizations

and society must change if thcy arc to thrive, and
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the requirement for change is met directly in the

next path of action.

Pragmatic decision-making

Litera/lire. Rationalists and empiricists optimize

and appeal to criteria outside the individual and

beyond his immediate perceptions. By contrast

many who have studied how decisions are made in

practice identify a non-systematic method as pre-

dominating. This is the pragmatic, opportunist.

'disjointed incrementalist', 'muddling through' or

'flight and oversight' approach to decision-making.

It has been described in management studies by

Braybrooke and Lindblom [22); in business by

Heller [54]; in the civil service by Hec\o and Wil-

davsky [53]; in welfare bureaucracies by Donnison

and Chapman [35] : and in universities by Cohen C'/

al. [30]. Best-selling popular manuals on 'how to

succeed in business' often advocate this approach

[20. 78, 109].Their spirit is captured by memorable

acronyms such as 'KISS: keep it simple stupid',

catchy slogans such as 'let a thousand flowers

bloom'. and quotable quotes such as 'apart from

common sense, the most important business asset

is a sense of humour'.

Pragmatists claim that their approach provides

an accurate description of what actually happens,

and is also a common-sense prescription for the art

of the possible and the route to success. The notions

of globally identifying. evaluating and integrating

values and objectives (rationalist) <Indof obtaining

all needed information and testing all possible solu-

tions (empiricist) are rejected, to be replaced by

detennined initiatives and trial-and-error adjust-

ments at .the margins. Clear communication and

persuasion amongst those involved is crucial. This

is why the approach is sometimes labelled 'adaptive'

or 'instrumentalist". and claimed to be democnltic

[70]: and why 'satisficing' is said to replace opti-

mizing as the decision-maker's goal [41. 103]. Lind-

blom and Cohen [71] noted that social scientists

orten fail to recognize that sensible immediate

action, rather than formal inquiry. resolves many

issues.

M(!(hod. The decision-maker's focus here is on

opportunities for immediate action. The logical

organization of decision making is radically com-

pressed and the 'start', -explore'. 'develop possi-

bilities' phases are continuously pursued. The urge

is to eliminate anything that is uncongenial or

difficult: in particular anything that is too complex.

fundamental, controversial. innovative, unpre-

dictable, unpleasant, idealistic, deviant. obscurc,

long tenn. or uncertain. Instead, the emphasis is

typically on the obvious. the inevitable, the

unavoidable. the immediately praetieable. the mar-

ginal and the consensual. The decision-maker sirts

through possible opportunities for action with an

eye to maximizing his own advantage and building

on his existing strengths. using available or easily

acquired resources. The most attractive oppor-

tunities rapidly become clear, and these are seized

upon. Rapid decision is necessary because oppor-

tunities rarely remain available for long. A variety

of subsidiary opportunities are usually held as fall-

back possibilities. Most Limeis spent on explaining

Lo others, and persuading them to commit them-

selves or at least to accept the action decided upon.

Tactics therefore include political manoeuvring to

develop allies and neutralize opponents, and the

use of public relations and selling techniques. The

pragmatist learns on a trial-and-error basis. Mul-

tiple initiatives and experiments are therefore pre-

ferred. and adapting and improvising whilst on the

move is characteristic. Review is a matter of check-

ing on the gains and losses which follow any course

of action. but some incremental development is

expected. If a particular course of action fails, a

new action is chosen or renewed efforts may go into

persuading others to participate. whichever seems

more expedient.

Applications. The pragmatic mode is particularly

suitable if action is of the essence. e.g. in crisis

situations. It is suitable for uncontentious issues

where the result is more important than the process;

or for situations in which there are many simple

and immediate actions which will lead to progress.

It applies when participants in the decision vary or

spontaneously alter the time and effort they will

contribute. and where their preferences are ill-

deli ned and inconsistent. If action is required on an

issue which is complex and poorly structured. the

pragmatist seizes on well-structured areas within it

which can be easily focussed and where at least

something can be made to happen, or opts for a

solution which is already to hand. In such issues.

there arc typic:t1lynumerous possibilities for action.

Governing society is an example, and it is not sur-

prising that successful politicians and top civil ser-

vants are frequently described as supreme oppor-

tunists: relying on custom, improvising. adapting,

horse-trading, turning a blind eye, and using solu-

tions to idcntify problems [113]. If the pragmatic

mode appears to be railing, the decision-maker just

tries something else; alternatively he may ignore

the issue altogether. perhaps still going through the

motions. and tum his attention to a more promising

opportunity.

Work role. The role characteristically associated

with the pragmatic approach is that of the inde-

pendent (lciliel'er who orients himself towards
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action, change and rapid benefits for himself. He

sees his task as initiating activity and improvising.

He leads from in front. thrives on the unanticipated.

and uses available support and any other immcdiate

strengths of his position. He avoids his weakncsses

and ignores anything that dcmands errort and

detracts from his own immediate drive and personal

advantage. To be suC<.;Cssful.he must be determined.

dedicated and assertive. He works by persuading

and influencing others. and uscs rewards and pun-

ishments where possible. He is unimpressed by aca-

demics and their formal management methods. but

enjoys and benefits from reading 'how-to-do-

it-in-one-easy-lesson' books by successful fellow

managers.

CriticislIls. The pragmatic dccision approach is.

by definition. not well-suited to handling ill-struc-

tured systems holistically. Since the keynote of the

pragmatic approach is 'what profits me/us'. it is not

welcomed in organizations where self-interest or

self-gain is frowned upon. such <IS rcligious organ-

izations. professional societies and voluntary wel-

fare associations. In such contexts. decision-making

in general and the personal gain motive in particular

commonly activate intense conflicts and opposition.

Such conflict can be so intense th.H it would lead

to system breakdown without a specific decision-

making approach custom-designed to handle it.

Dialec/ic decision-makillg

Lil£'ra/Ure. A dialectic approach is required when

social conflict is prominent and requires resolution.

Dialectic methods have been described in man-

agement and plar:ning [30.33,74.81], in the socio-

political eontext [101. \07]. and in bargaining pro-

cedures [82]. Aspects of the approach have been

well articulated in industrial relations manuals [43]

and the negoliation literature [90].

Mc:/J/Od. For a dialcctic decision-maker. the issue

is seen as a dispute based on the conl1icting intereSlS

of those parties who would bcnclit differentially

from its resolution. The process starts by acknowl-

edging the conflicts and gelling a basis for dis-

cussion between the main protagonists. The oppos-

ing parties or factions put up their bids and counter

bids, and debate the issue and the implications for

action that flow from them. The values and assump-

tions of the protagonists must be worked out so as

to settle on a consensus in which each gets a payoff.

The consensus forms either by synthesizing the

opposing arguments or negotiating a compromise.

Characteristically the compromise is delimited and

documented to ensure that it will be adhered to. and

implementation is phased. Review aims primarily to

confirm that agreement to the resolution is holding.
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Eventual evaluation is based on whether the dispute

has been resolved. If it has not, then new compro-

mises must be worked oul.

Appli("{ltiolls.The method is suitable if the nature

ofthc issue is in doubt to those involved and experts

disagree markedly about the best way forward. Any

issue where those involved have directly opposing

interests may demand dialectic handling. because a

conscnsus 011 goals (rationalist) and on facts

(empiricist) will be unavailable. and the way is not

clear for a simple piecemeal approach (pragmatist).

Dialecticians are at home with complexity. How-

ever. the approach is best suited to ,t relatively stable

context and for issues which lead to important but

relatively small-scale changes in the system. The

likelihood of change activates the necessary sense

of doubt .:bout what the issue is all about. The

small scale generates disputes based on the likely

gain or loss accruing to different parties to the

decision without leading to lhe group as a whole
I:ohcring. The issue typically gcnerates oppor-

tunities for different protagonists, none or whom

individually can resolve the issue or implement the

decision and who therefore band together. Govern-

ing bodies. in which decisions arc eorporate and

inherently controversial. therefore foster the usc of

this approach and need l"actional groups to coalesce

and create organized debate.

If disputes persist, the usual tactic is Lo keep

talking and present the arguments with greater

emotion and more f~lctual back-up. If the disputes

become too complex or unmanageable and an

impasse is reached. external mediators or arbi-

trators may be called upon to heip.

Work role. Two complementary roles are associ-

ated with this approach: the political debater and

the "rhitmtor.

The political debater emerges from a group with

which he is highly identified, being typically elected

on the basis of his oratory and adroit use ol" facts.

His orientation is towards his own group. and so

he skilfully uses facts and statistics to promote it

and to discredit proposals and facts provided by the

opposition. To do this he needs to be able to sense

the mood ol" his own group and persuade them to

mandate him appropriately. As eventual resolution

is desirable. an appreciation of the situation and

skills in negotiating and compromising with rep-

resentatives of other ractions are required.

The arbitrator needs to be able to recognize the

interests or both parties lind not be unduly swayed

by either selS of offered racts. His task is to elucidate

the underlying eonccrns and assumptions of the

protagonists .tnd assist in developing a resolution

to end the dispute or conflict. If the arbilralor is
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internal to the system. usually a line-manager in an

organization. he is inevitably also a protagonist.

Cr;licism.~.The dangers in this approach are that

llnnecessary conflict may be generated. that proper

concern with specifics and practical issues may be

lost, and that the common purpose oC all those

involved may be forgotten. The dialectical method

can be excessively time-consuming and would gen-

erate unnecessary conflict and delay ifused in place

of previous approaches for well-structured prob-

lems in simple slowly changing situations. or in

situations where there is general agreement on goals

and tacties.

The effect of using a dialeclical approach is to

enhance awarencss of opposing views, and to allow

articulation of group feelings while minimizing

involvement or risk for individuals. The value of

decision-making is again personal but now beyond

the interests of just one person. It involves groups

whose members identify strongly with each other.

Action is determined by an evolutionary process

that depends on the balancing of opposing forces.

However, the nature of this balancc is not cxplored.

The next method attempts to redress this and

include much else beside.

Systemic decision-making

Literature. Systemic decision-making emerged in

the I960s from a 'hard' closed systems engineering-

oriented domain by way of open systems man-

agemcnt science [14, 28]. Subsequently a 'soft-

systems' science with greater links to action

developed in the I970s [27]. The systemic approach

has been used in many fields as distinct as the NASA

space program [971. ecological management [76].

school intervcntions [8]. "lid family therapy [18].

Method. The systemic decision-maker aims to

synthesize a diversity of activities and factors within

a situation into a coherent interrelated systeml

environment. An issue arises if the syslem is olf

course or its development is blocked. The systemic

method shows features recognizable from the pre-

vious methods but modified and integruted com-

prehensively. A potential future scenario is defined.

and the aim is then to develop an intervention strat-

egy which will lead from the present situation to

that future ideal. The critical reatures or ractors

within the present situation and inherent or

cnvironmental constraints on the situation arc

identified. These are mapped or modelled to for-

mulate their interrelationships and dynamics; that

is to say, an understanding of the interplay offorces

in the situation is developed. Of particular sig-

nificance are the recognition of structural arrange-

ments according to kind and level. of multiple fced-

back loops which maintain homeostasis, and of

inherent potentials for growth and development

(autopoiesis). Knowledge of which features act as

triggers for development is required. as well as how

to use them in the situation. and their likely effects

of the state of the situation. Characteristically. this

knowledge is systematically elicited from experts

from more than one discipline and also from the

participants. The situation has now been brought

into focus and represented as a system or situation-

response model.

The situation-response model is used to simulate

effects of activating triggers in various ways and

combinations. and then an optimal-feasi ble strategy

to produce balanced development of the various

critical factors is evolved. This is specified in more

detail via an intervention model that indicates pro-

gressive thresholds in both interventions and situ-

ation outcomes and is used to guide the system's

evolution. Intervention is handled using a variety

of flexible interrelated responses that match the

complexity of the situation. Contingency tactics

based on the situation-response model are developed

to handle the unexpected coherently and flexibly.

while adhering to the strategy. Developments arc

monitored by reference to the intervention model:

and the situation-response model is fine-tuned

against unfolding reality. Evaluation overall is

handled by analysing the fit between the out-

come and the scenario. If unsuccessful. the inter-

vention model must be modified, the scenario reo

considercd, or the situation re-modelled. checking

for eritical factors. constraints, interrelations or

forces previously insufficiently appreciated.

Applications. The systemic approach is suitable

for complex and poorly structured issues which will

benefit from having a structure imposed upon them.

For example, resource allocation and organ-

izational evaluation invite structuring in this way.

Our research suggcsts that some decision-makers

operate with an implicit systemic approach. in that

they are actually guided by a non-explicated 'under-

standing" which is a mental model of the situation

as a whole. The systemic approach is concerned

with ultimate cnds and their relationship to means.

Its prime effect, therefore, ought to be to render

decision-makers more responsive and sensitive.

with a greater awareness orthe ethical and practical

implications of their actions.

The fully developed systems approach has

become more practicable in various areas with the

use of computer tcchnology. which enables simul-

ation models like Simkit, cxpert systems like Leon-

ardo. and resource allocation systems like Resol/rces

[115].

Despite the pleas of its advocates, the systemic
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approach is not widcly adopted. even in those areas

where it might be judged essential. External con-

sultants are typically required. and even then the

deliberate usc of modelling approaches which takc

human factors fully into account is rare.

Work slyle. The systemic decision-maker is a

systems J,~iel/tist. frequently working as a senior

action researcher or holistic co-ordinator of a major

development. His major efforts go into developing

future sccnarios which balance a network of goals,

modelling the present and future situation and

developing intervention models. In this work. the

main processes are encompassing complexity,

appreciating which factors are key, handling the

interdependence and interactions of rolcs and

activities in organizations. recognizing psycho-

social factors, and eliciting expert knowledge. His

orientation is towards maximum impact and future

development. To realize this he needs an inde-

pendent personality and must be capable of reflec-

tive inquiry and un integrative vision.

Criticisms. The difficulty with models in large

organizations is that they are not understood by

the people who are expected to use them. Fre-

quently they are too computer-dependent. More

commonly, they omit crucial factors of personal

meaning and experience. The danger in this

approach is the generation of unnecessary com-

plexity and individual awareness to violation of

values. Other criticisms focus on the relativc lack

of concern for issues of certainty. information.

expedience. and group power.

The systemic approach imposes structure or dis-

covers an implicit structure within the system rele-

vant to the issue. However. issues themselves exist

within recognizable social structures and the

next decision-approach takes these as its point of

reference.

Structllralist decision-making

Literature. The structuralist approach is a for-

malized mechanism to ensure that all necessary

decisions will be taken. It clarifies II'ho will make

decisions and whal decisions will or will not be

taken. as well as /rOil' dccisions will be taken or

carried out. The autonomy and power released by

well-defined suitable procedures, regulations and

laws has long been recognized in organizations and
in society [24, 86]. The structuralist approa(;h is

frequently expressed within organizations in terms

of ,appointing the right person to the right position.

giving them the resources and authority and letting

them get on with it' [23, 80,83]. From this perspec-

tive. the 'right person' has considerable discretion

and may freely use other decision approaches.

Alternatively. 'who. what and how' may be pro-

gressively defincd in more and more detail, until at

the limit. the structuralist approach is better tcrmed

proceduraiisi. Levels-of-work theory provides an

underlying framework for structuralist decision-

making and for the design of organization. It c1ari-

~es progressive levels of complexity in tasks and the

corresponding work capability required of individ-

uals [61. 67. 96).

Met/lOci. The decision-making approach starts

with the emerging issue regarded as a disruption

or dysfunction or structural failure or gap which

interferes with the even performance of work. The

first requiremcnt, therefore, is to establish authori-

tatively that something must be done. In other

words. to sanction the task. The terms of n:fercnce.

and the posts or bodies responsible for the task

must be determined. and then the organization and

its procedures reviewed. The task is broken down

into successively smaller units-if neccssary down

to step-by-step procedures. The issue is effectively

resolved with the assignation of responsibilities for

the specified tasks and sub-tasks to bodies in the

appropriate levels and sections of the organization;

and thc provision or instructions. Execlltion is co-

ordinated using reporting relations and meetings.

EvalU<ltion following implementation is primarily

an appraisal of personal performance and potential,

and a revicw of roles, authority relations and needs

for more personnel or for some new strucLUre (such

as a committee, role or rule). Smooth running of

the organization is the ultimate criterion. If the

maller is not resolved. then work-flow, orgunization

and procedures must be re-assessed.

Applications. A strucLUralist approach is suitable

in any situation where a clear organization and

defincd procedures are required. Procedural

approaches, such as disciplinary appeals in organ-

izations. work best when the change involved is

minimal and cnvironmcnlal demands are insig-

nificant. If a major reorganization of structures and

functions is necessary. then the right person needs

to be appointed at the top. External assistance from

management consultants is frequently desired for

such change, and sometimcs Corintroduction of new

procedurcs. The structuralist approach to change

requires an acceptance of elitism because its effec-

tiveness is dependent on the capability orthc people

appointed [16. 61].

Work /"Ole.There are two roles associated with

the two forms of this approach: the ciulijill hl/real/-

cra/ and the ol"galli=alional chief

The dutiful bureaucrat thrives in an environment

dominated by precedent and adhercnce to sct rules.
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procedures and schedules. He sees his tasks as main-

taining the cxisting systcm and seeing therc arc no

loose cnds. He opcratcs in a cautiolls. correct.

impcrsonal and dependable way. He is often con-

cerned to be efficient and equitable. A treasurer or

committee secretary might properly operate in this

way.

The orgallizatiollal chi(! is a line-executive who

is oriented towards achievement. The line manager

sees his job as setting appropriate tasks for his sub-

ordinates within a policy framework. and thcn not

interfering with the exercise of discrction used by

subordinatcs in complcting thcse tasks. That dis-

cretion would include deciding how any decision

is to be made. The operation of the e.'cecutive is

impersonal in general, but personal in relation (0 a

conccrn with the individual's capability to handle

assigned work.

Cri/icisms. When the structuralist approach is

mishandled, it degenerates into bureaucratic rigid-

ity, oppressive elitism, delay, pettiness. strictures

and a stifling of innovation.

No decision method to this point has given any

deep cxplicit attention to the anxieties and passions.

irrational as well as rational. which are the prime

motivators of human bcings und which must be

looked to For powerFul leadership. The next

approach starts From the inner life of human beings.

!lIIuitionist d('ci.~ioll-m(/killg

Literature. The intuitionist method can be dis-

cerned in the writings or psychologists [13, 60], psy-

chotherapists [47). and group relations specialists

[25. 104]. Emphasis here is on the primacy oFinsight

and the experience of the individual. and also on a

pcrson's basic nceds: for security. for self-real-

ization. for autonomy and for belonging. Writers

on crcativity emphasize activation of intuition and

imagination For successful action [10. 84]. Imagin-

ative processes are associated with the production

of ideas for ~tction which arc counter-intuitive but

felt with certainty, and can only be backed up after

the event [65]. Some recent management manuals

are intuitionist. aiming to foster vision. insight and

creativity. rather than adhering to standard

approaches commonly promulgated in business

schools [56].

Method. The decision process is stimulated by a

(ell inner disquiet. or by a realization that drivc or

vision is lacking. This feeling is expressed and

shared with relevant others. Knowledge ahout the

situated is based in introspective and empathic

appreciation and exploration of perceptions. feel-

ings and worries. Everyone involved with the issue

is encouraged to participale voluntarily in mental

exercises (such as meditation. Focussing. directed

imagination. creative visualization) which deepen

emotional awareness and open doors to the uncon-

scious and the symbolic. The evcntual result of such

preparation and incubation is a crystallization of

inspiration, and a developmcnt of a vision of what

is rcquircd. The requirement of personal growth

and mutuality is retained in awareness throughout

this process.

Thc quality of the decision process depends on

the articulation of expericnces. These formulations

nccd to be more than clear and succinct. they need

to appear sclf-evident and powerful because they

playa major rolc in energizing implementation.

This vision is communicated with intense enthusi-

asm so that others can identify strongly with it and

make it their own. During implementation. the key

decision-maker(s) remain at the centre of things.

continuing to use all opportunities For clariFying

and Fostering the vision. Social. emotional and cul-

tural support for changc is provided. Results are

reviewed to check that they embody the vision'and

producc deeply felt satisfaction. The organization

is thercfore scen us no more than an instrument of

human endeavour: of value insoFar as it permits

people to express themselves fully and to interact in

a personally supportive and socially constructive

Fashion.

The creative process activated by intuitionist

methods is not mere fantasizing. It demands an

allunement of the decision-maker with himself.

with his task. with his environment. and with the

issue under consideration, so that as time passes

and events unfold. the decision-maker can adapt in

thought, reeling and action.

Applicotimr. Intuitionist modes of decision-mak-

ing arc most appealing when objectives are unclear.

and the issue itsclf is confused or its existence is

uncertain. For this rcason. most of the important

decisions in our pcrsonal life-choosing n spouse.

embarking on a curecr, having children or not-are

handled intuitively. In organizations. intuition can

provide a counterbalance to the other approaches.

particularly if the issue touches immediately on the

dcep fcelings and needs of those involved. Intuition

handles the unknown directly and can enhance per-

sonal development. Because inner mental life is the

well-spring of ideas and the source of deep com-

mitment, the intuitionist method has been pro-

moted as a tool For leaders (17. 56.99].

Wo,.k role. Again there are two roles associated

with this approach. The .wpportit:e catalyst where

there is no clear leader; and the charismatic leader.

The slipportil'e calalyst is oriented towards people

in n sympathetic. attentive and candid way. He sees
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his task as obtaining informal co-operation by

appreciating the values and needs of others as indi-

vidu,ds. To do this he must above all. create a secure

atmosphere where people can relate to each other

voluntarily. and with confidence that their vul-

nerability will not be exploited. He must listen

attentively to others. and encourage and counsel

them so as [0 foster their persona) development.

Line-managers are frequently exhorted to operate

in this fashion. but in today"s organizations such an

executive is more often to be found in a staff

position. Alternatively he may remain outside the

system. for example as an organization develop-

ment consultant.

The charismatic leader orients himself towards

his own crcativity. His task is to provide the inspir-

ation and guidance on which his and his group's

success depends. He uses every opportunity to

articulate his vision and philosophy. exciting people

and being excited by them when they respond. He

expects his group to identify with his vision and

develop an intense personal ullachment to him und

to his ideas. If they do not do so, they are rejected.

Criticisms. Intuitionist decision-making breaks

down utterly if the group dynamics go awry and if

relations of trust and voluntary participation are

insufficiently developed. Then intuition, experience

and maturity become perverted into dogmatic, arbi-

trary assertions. expressing defensiveness and habit

rather than flexibility and imagination. Many indi-

viduals fear their own emotions. perceiving danger

from loss of control. Methods such as role play, T-

groups, and sensitivity training have been

developed to handle dysfunctional intra personal

and group dynamics. The intuitionist method is

generally unsatisfactory by itself when there is a

need to explain or document decision processes in

detail, or where factions arc ineradicable. Charis-

matic leadership. if present. makes what is self-

evident to the one self-evident to the many. and

may overcome these criticisms. but distrust of such

leaders is common.

SELECTING A DECISION APPROACH

We have now completed our brief review of the

internally cohercnt and consistent paths of action

that emerged from our collaborative research. [n

reviewing the literature, we found that other

approaches proved to be re-articulations or variants

of the defined approaches, or attempts to synthesize

some of them regardless of inherent contradictions.

For example, Chapados [26]. looking to produce

an optimal solution, combined rationalist clOd

empiricist approaches. Etzioni [38]. seeing the need

to accept the value of rationalist empiricist and
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pragma tic approaches, ad voca ted' mixed scan ning'.

Commercial managcment consultants [88] and

academics [44]. trying to grip the realities and

complexities of implementation. tend to mix to-

gether several or the approaches informally and

unsystematically.

Selection of one approach rather than another

is not haphazard. On the surface, the approaches

address different questions: why? (rationalist).

what? (empiricist), when? what's possible?

(pragmatic). for whom? (dialectic), wherefore?

(systemic). who? where'? how? which? (struc-

turalist), and what does it mean? (intuitionist). We

have already noted that each approach has aspects

and requirements which affect its easy and suc-

cessful application.

Howevcr, before proceeding, two points require

emphasis. First. each approach is a framework for

action and can be no better than the skilled and

knowledgeable application of methods derived

from it. A skilful application of a well-devised

method within a less appropriate approach may

be more successful than an inept application of a

clumsy method within a more appropriate

approach. Second. firm advocates of each approach

claim universal application and oppose specific cor-

relations or constraints of the sort we have ofler\!d.

In our workshops, managers and practitioners typi-

cally proclaim 'horses for courses- as the sensible

way. but reveal in exercises an unhelpful over-

identification with just one or two approaches.

To offer some practical illustration and further

explore differential applicability. we first turn the

analysis on itself and explore some "horses for

courses' suggestions. We then offer some indica-

tions of the main sources of dysfunction found

amongst practising managers.

'Choose the apP/"{)(lchthat best suits the pmhlem

which YOII confrollt' argues the empiricist. Empiri-

cists typically observe thaL in practice particular

issues tend to give risc to the use of a particular

approach. Somc of the correspondences between

issues and approaches observcd in our fieldwork

are as follows. Directional and design issues and

other plllnning-led activitics or decisions, whcre

many competing alternative courses of action are

evident, lead to rationalist methods being used.

Search, invcstigation and technical adaptation prolr

lems and other d:lta-dependent or statistics-depen-

dent matters. arc frequently handled hyempiricist

methods. Crises. or opportunities for small

improvements with quick pay-offs, invite a prag-

matist approach. Issues involving conflict. such as

altering payor conditions of work or the dis-

tribution oj"benelits or altering group status, tend

to be handled dialectically. Complex situations
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demanding control, such as comprehensive orgun-

izational evaluation or resource allocation. lead to

the use of a systemic approach. Issues which are

overtly a maller of role or responsibility or which

involve maintaining activities reliably within the

organiz.1tion, are dealt with by a strueturalist (or

proceduralist) approach. I-Tuman relations issues,

which demand emotional, behavioural or personal

changes. give rise to use of the intuitionist approach,

'Choose the approach that fits your ro/£" argues

the structuralist. Structuralists typically observe

that different post-holders tend to institutionalize

dilTerent decision approaches. Marketing and ser-

vice planning staff tend to be rationalist, research

staff-empiricist. sales staff-pragmatist. industrial

relations stalT-dialectical, corporate development

staff-systemic. administration and finance staff-

structuralist. training and development staff-intu-

itionist. Structuralists also emphasize the need to

decide as prespecified within the orgunization. For

example. in some organizations people insist on full

evidence and documentation (empiricist-style). in

others judgements by those in post are taken as

authoritative (structuralist-style).

'Choose the approach that best meets tire kil1d of

objectilH! set' argues the rationalist. Rationalists

typically vary their approach depending on the

goal. For example, redistributive objectives which

involve planning for the future imply rationalist

methods. Responsive objectives which involve

meeting some immediate given need or tackling

some active problem imply empiricist methods.

Action objectives which involve demonstrating that

something has happened imply pragmatic methods.

Political objectives which involve ensuring that all

interest groups are satisfied imply dialectic

methods. Reconstitutive objectives which revamp

whole systems imply the systemic approach. Regu-

lative objectives which involve replicating outputs

and enforcing standards imply structuralist

methods. Socio-emotional objectives which involve

altering attitudes. feelings or perceptions imply the

use of the intuitionist approach.

'Choose the approach that £'lIhance.\"the overall

strategy' argiles the systemicist. Systems prac-

titioners are concerned with handling the whole

range or significant ractors, and operating with

maximum flexibility within their model of the situ-

ation. All approaches are therefore seen as tactics

to be employed as and when necessary ror the

achievement of the desired future scenario, with the

systemic approach setting the context.

'Choose the approach that enhances your personal

groll'th'says the intuitionist. Intuitionists note that

each approach is associated with distinctive work-

styles that link to personal orientation, qualities of

character. and psychological preferences ror par-

ticular tasks and work processes. The approaches

are therefore not just techniques or tools but the

means for self-expression. Intuitionists believe that

individuals should realize themselves. At one level

this means doing what feels right to the person and

avoiding artificial or mechanical responses. At a

deeper leve1. it means personal growth, that is to

say. moving rrom full-scale unconscious identi-

fication with one approach to exploration of new

approaches as new ways of being. Such identity

change is not to be taken lightly: it requires men-

toring and sustained personal determination.

'Choose the approach that is m()st expedient'

argues the pragmatist. Pragmatists ask what can

actually be achieved with confidence and ease. The

most expedient approach is one which fits with

people's personal interests and brings them immedi-

ate benefit or at least ensures something happens

and protects their position. Alternatively it is the

one which fits with their organization's interests

or those of their section. People fall back on the

approach that they find most comfortable and con-

venient. particularly when under stress. Because a

person's orientation to the world unselfconsciously

reshapes and redefines issues to match it. the prag-

matist expects to encounter a variety of approaches

in practiee irrespective of their logic.

'Choose the approach that safeguardslmhances

your group's power' argues the dialectician. Dia-

lectical operators are aware that each approach,

suitably rationalized, serves as an excellent weapon

in the battle for group supremacy. They therefore

notc how cach participant in the issue uses one or

other of the approaches to further their own inter-

ests or those of the group or organization which

they represent. In the event of no one participant

or approach predominating in the decision process.

the dialectician will prefer compromise, or may

attempt to resolve matters by synthesizing two or

more approaches.

We now turn to note how choice of an approach

goes wrong in organizations. In practice, we found

that the most prominent rorm of dysfunction
centred not on the primary selection of tin ap-

proach but on difficulties in changing approaches.

Some people or organizations adhered to a single ap-

proach, irrespective of its demonstrable ineffec-

tiveness for many of the issues to be handled. Some-

times an approach in use had been clearly relevant

to the issue in the past. but, as circumstances and

needs changed, it had become ineffective. Per-
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sistence with an inappropriate approach was not

uncommonly duc to the tenacity of management

consultants or academics.

Persistence was particularly noticeable in mem-

bers of groups which epitomized an approach. For

example organizations of politicians tend to treat

every issue as inherently conflictuaL and hence

requiring a dialectical approach. As a result they

have difficulty in getting together to pursue self-

evident common aims via the rationalist approach.

This has led London (U.K.) to have two associ-

ations of opposing ideological commitment, rather

than one, speaking on behalf of London coun-

cils. (The readcr is encouraged to identify similar

examples for each of the other approaches).

Dysfunction also resulted from managers moving

from approach to approach without thorough use

of any. A related and common problem was the

inability ofa group or committee to agree on which

approach to adopt. An inordinate amount of time

could be spent arguing about how to proceed, with

little focus on the issue itself. Where the issue being

considered by the group was unclcar or conflicted.

appeal to 'better' decision methods (e.g. more

analysis. more data, morc consultation. more

action. more reflection) was sometimes used to

block or slow down action. Thc conclusion of our

research is Ihat these types of difficulty and others

can be practically resolved by a model of the kind

here proposed.

MAPPING THE APPROACHES

We have identified two useful perspectives on

decision approaches. The first has an extensive

documentation in studies ofleadership. Thc second,

less often noted in the Iiteraturc. is how systematic

or how spontaneous the approach is. Our anal-

yses suggest that these two perspectives can be

combined.

Two dimensions have bcen repeatedly idcntified

as significant in the literature on work in groups

(II] and on leadership [12, 19, 42. 55. 69. 93. 98.

106]. These dimensions are an outward-looking

task orientation and an inward-looking group or

person orientation. Task-orientation is concerned

with output. and person-orientation with relation-

ships and socio-emotional states. The various

decision approaches can be placed on these dimen-

sions. Intuitionists have a relatively weak task

orientation, as do academic empiricists; syste-

mil:ists and pragmatists are strongly task-oriented.

though in different ways; and the remainder fall in

between. Empiricists and pragmatists have a rela-

tively weak orientation to intra- and inter-personal

processes; whereas intuitionists and systemicists

have a strong orientation to these; and the remain-

der fall in between. The systemic approach therefore

combines a strong orientation to both the person

and the task.

Some clue to the second perspective will have

been evident from the previous section. The empiri-

cist, structuralist, rationalist and systemic paths

arc methodical or systematic approaches in order

of increasing comprehensiveness. The spontaneous

(and hence relatively non-systematic) approaches

are the pragmatic, dialectic and intuitionist in order

of increasing sensitivity to inner personal experi-

ence. Methodical approaches are useful when what

is desired is inlier colllro/ Oller ollter complexity.

Spontaneous approaches are useful where what is

required is sensitive alld rapid re.~pon.l"iveness.Spon-

tancous approaches are frequently relevant as the

initial approach to a complicated and poorly struc-

tured or poorly understood issue which must (for

various reasons) be handled systematically.

Placing the different approaches on a graph using

thc two dimensions of person- and task-orientation

suggests that the approaches fall into four quad-

rants and lie along two diagonals (Fig. I). Managers

appear to treat the more extreme methods within

each quadrant as more complex versions of the

more central methods: the intuitionist approach is

a more sophisticated version of the dialectic (both

working with personal values and interests), the

systemic of the rationalist (both working with the

organization's future), the empiricist of the struc-

turalist (both working with precise specifications).

As indicatcd above, the methodical or systematic

group shows an increase in comprehensiveness as

one moves from bottom left to top right. The spon-

taneous group. on the reverse sloping diagonaL

shows a trade-olf between orientation to the person

and the task.

CONCLUSION

The aim 0f the research was to prod uce a precise

account of ways of deciding .lOd acting which can

bc explicitly and coherently adopted and applied in

practice. The framework that emerged has bcen

deliberdtely presented in ordinary language because

the action processes being modelled arc parl of

evcryday life. However, it is nol olfcrcd as another

readable account of the 'art' of management or

another 'armchair' typology. but as an empiri-

cal model that has been validated by managers

themselves.

The typology which has been presented is there-

fore claimed to be significant first because it has

been produced using a distinctive systemic re.H:arch

method in which managers participated fully; and

second. because it was created with the aim of pro-

vidillg complete co~'era.qe or distinct coherent
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Fig. I. Mupping the seven decision approaches on the dimensions of pcrson-orienhl tion and task

orientation.

approaches to action. Although no claim to com-

pleteness can ever be verified, ollr extensive litera-

ture search suggests that no existing typology is

as comprehensive. tightly delincated. and im-

mediately practically applicable.

However, a great deal is still not clear. Our classi-

fication needs criticism or modification based on the

adequacy of representation. criteria of consistency

and coherence, and whether crucial factors in

decision and action or even a whole distinctive

approach have been omitted. As described, the

approaches overlap in various ways and show com-

monalities. so a more fundamental (theoretical)

understanding ought to be possible. Indeed. any

claim to completeness would depend on such theor-

etical underpinning. The framework therefore poses

an intellectual challenge which we are currently

addressing [66).

The effects of our research method deserve com-

ment. In comparing our findings with the classical

theories of decision-making, we find that there is

no neat one-to-one correspondence. Reviews of the

organization field [e.g. 52, 72] reveal awareness. to

a greater or lesser extent. of the various perspectives

which have emerged as distinct systems in our

analyses. Leading workers have handled the multi-

plicity in dilferent ways. Simon's pioneering work.

for example, may be interpreted as a version of

the empiricist approach modified pragmatically by

concepts like 'bounded rationality' and 'satisficing',

and enlarged by the recognition of values and the

means-end hierarchy (rationalist), the need for bar-

gaining (dialectic) and the use of authority and stan-

dardization of procedures (structuralist) [73. 102].

However. in his major review of decision-making

[103]. Simon's strong preference for classical sys-

tematic approaches shows through unambiguously.

Although in much of this article, we have taken

the perspective of managers within organizations.

the set of approaches appears to apply far beyond

this to permeate (lctioll Irheret.er it may occur. As a

result. each major topic or domain of human action

typically gives rise to various alternative forms of

com.:eptualization and practice, each of which is

strongly linked to. or even congruent with. one of

the seven principal decision approaches. For exam-

ple. competing schools of social work practice can

bc aligned to the variolls approaches: the behavi-

ourist school [62] is predominantly pragmatic: the

problem-solving school [87) empiricist; the task-

centred school [94] rationalist; the psycho-

therapeutic school [51] intuitionist; the activist

community work school [32J dialectic: the func-

tional school [77) structuralist; and the holistic

school [89] systemic.

The available range of distinct approaches to

issues demanding action. as described here, is rarely

appreeiated in practice. Irrespective of the formal

completeness or justification of our framework or

its eonfomlance to established ideas, fieldwork

strongly suggests that our typology is readily

grasped by managers. experienced as enlightening.

and easily applied. The typology apparently enables

the decision-maker to gain distance from the issue,
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to restrain the tendency to use a habitual approach,

and to obtain a broader perspective on realistic

possibilities for action, Extension of the person's

own repertoire by self-development is a frequent.

though not inevitable, result. Group decision-

making may also improve. since each approach per-

mits or demand~ varying types and degrees of

participation {II 0].

Over-zealous adherents of each approach pro-

claim its completeness and effectiveness and encour-

age a natural desire of people to identify with just

one approach. By contrast. the implication of our

framework is that the effective running of any

human system must transcend identification and

harness all approaches, even if some are used in

a rudimentary form. Sterile battles and artificially

narrow views need to be abandoned. and existing

studies on the properties and applications of each

approach need to be complemented by further

understanding of the relationships between them.
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